
What is Frail?What is Frail?

recent weight lossrecent weight loss
selfself--reported exhaustionreported exhaustion
poor grip strengthpoor grip strength
slow walking speedslow walking speed
low physical activitylow physical activity

Fried, Linda



Systolic vs. Diastolic Heart FailureSystolic vs. Diastolic Heart Failure

Type of ventricular dysfunction found Type of ventricular dysfunction found 
different between elderly and different between elderly and 
youngeryounger
Approximately 40% to 50% of Approximately 40% to 50% of 
elderly patients with heart failure elderly patients with heart failure 
have normal left ventricular systolic have normal left ventricular systolic 
function with predominantly diastolic function with predominantly diastolic 
dysfunction dysfunction 



Cardiac Cardiac IschaemiaIschaemia and MIand MI

Angina and equivalentsAngina and equivalents
•• ExertionalExertional angina angina -- most common most common 

manifestation of myocardial ischemia in manifestation of myocardial ischemia in 
young and middleyoung and middle--agedaged

•• In elderly, In elderly, dyspneadyspnea also commonalso common
•• Asymptomatic, although silent ischemia Asymptomatic, although silent ischemia 

also frequent also frequent -- demonstrable by stress demonstrable by stress 
testing or testing or HolterHolter monitoring. monitoring. 



Cardiac Cardiac IschaemiaIschaemia and MIand MI

Acute MIAcute MI
•• 45% of 45% of MIsMIs were silent or unrecognizedwere silent or unrecognized
•• percentage increased with the patient's percentage increased with the patient's 

age in males (Framingham)age in males (Framingham)
•• Instead of chest pain, elderly patients Instead of chest pain, elderly patients 

more commonly complain of more commonly complain of dyspneadyspnea or or 
have vague symptoms of confusion, have vague symptoms of confusion, 
abdominal pain, or generalized weakness abdominal pain, or generalized weakness 
at the time of acute MI.at the time of acute MI.

•• Main cause of death in elderly patientsMain cause of death in elderly patients



Factors that contribute to the atypical Factors that contribute to the atypical 
presentation of infection in the elderlypresentation of infection in the elderly

Underreporting of illnessUnderreporting of illness
Compromised cognitionCompromised cognition
Coexisting diseasesCoexisting diseases maskmask
Altered physiologic responsesAltered physiologic responses
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